
The Sentry™ gives you the ability to control your 
living space. No matter if you are covering your 
windows, doors, patio or lanai, The Sentry™ is 

your solution. Even for your garage.  

www.sunesta.com

The Sentry
TM

  Retractable Captured Edge Screen

Guarding You Against 
The Elements & Insects

1-800-SUNESTA



Almost every shade of color imaginable.

Providing Outdoor Comfort
The Sentry™ can be customized to fit your unique space with widths up to 26 feet and 
heights up to 16 feet. The Sentry™ is one system that has many uses. Choosing the 
fabric for your Sentry screen will allow you to customize your protection. Choose bug 
screen for insect protection, solar mesh for sun protection, opaque fabrics for privacy 
or room brightness control, or clear vinyl windows for rain and cold protection without 
losing your view. The Sentry™  has an exclusive fabric retention system that ensures your 
retractable screen will operate in any weather condition, as well as blocking the wind, 
and keeping unwanted pests out.

The Sentry
TM

  Retractable Captured Edge Screen



Keep insects out without giving up your 
view or airflow. Retract the screen and 

let mother nature in.

Choose a solar mesh to block the sun, 
keep your view, control the wind, and 
reduce the temperature by 15 degrees.

Raining? Cold? Choose a clear window 
for your Sentry Screen and enjoy your 

outdoor space all year round.

For Shade

For Insects

For Weather

Guarding You Against The Elements



LIFETIME Y E A R S Y E A R S

F R A M E FA B R I C M O T O R10 5
Product Warranties

Up To

Mounting Styles
Surface Mount

Frame Colors:

Distance MountInside Mount Recessed Mount

CONTROL

 ZIPPER

SEAL

Wireless remote
controls and

powered motor.

The Sentry’s™ exclusive rail design 
features a floating track that seals 
to keep pests and the elements out 
while flexing to prevent binding 

under wind load.

The removable rail cover allows 
access for maintenance without 
the hassle of disassembling or 

dismounting the entire unit.

3/4” weatherproof 
brush for a
perfect seal

Removable front 
cover allows 

direct access to 
motor and roller 

tube for simplified 
maintenance.

The Sentry
TM

  Retractable Captured Edge Screen

White Beige Clay BronzeBrown

Continuous loop
zipper. This prevents 
broken teeth which  

can cause binding in 
the operation.

Features & Specifications
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Optional Recess ChannelOptional Distance Bracket

Small:
Sizes up to 10’ wide and 8’ 

drop 
 

Medium:
Sizes up to 18’ wide and 12’ 

drop 
 

Large:
Sizes up to 26’ wide and 16’ 

drop 


